Pussy Willow Craft

**Items you will need:** paper (whatever type/size you have), tissues (facial or bath), marker/crayon, glue

**Step 1:** On your paper draw in the lines that will represent tree or bush branches.

**Step 2:** Rip up tissues and then crumple the ripped pieces into small balls

**Step 3:** Glue the balls randomly onto the branches you drew in Step 1

**Step 4:** Add a message if you want to. You are all done now!

---

**Some variations to consider:**

- If you have different colored tissues or tissue paper, you can use them too (think cherry blossoms, forsythia blossoms, or your own made up type of blossom)
- Make the branches out of construction paper instead of drawing them on your base paper
- Add “grass” to the bottom of your project, by either drawing it in or making it out of more paper
- Cut your base paper in half and then fold the half pieces in half to make cards. Create your design on the front the card

The variations are endless. If you make this, consider commenting by uploading your finished project to this Facebook post! We’d love to see your creations!